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Positional order in Langmuir monolayers: An x-ray diffraction study

V. M. Kaganer,* G. Brezesinski, and H. Mo¨hwald
Max-Planck-Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, D-12489 Berlin, Germany

P. B. Howes and K. Kjaer
Physics Department, Riso” National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

~Received 16 June 1998!

The structural phase transition from the hexagonal to a distorted-hexagonal~centered rectangular! phase~the
LS-S transition! in Langmuir monolayers of octadecanol is studied in a grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
experiment. We find algebraic decay of positional correlations, which suggests solid-like order in both phases
at the distances accessible in the present x-ray diffraction experiment. The transition is accompanied by strong
positional disorder, which is evident from the drastic increase of the exponenth to valuesh.2 close to the
transition. Remarkably, on approaching the transition, the continuous increase ofh is apparent already at 20 °C
above it. The positional disorder is attributed to elastic distortions around pretransitional fluctuations.
@S1063-651X~99!10102-8#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.2m, 68.18.1p, 68.35.Rh, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

The bulk of the understanding of positional order in tw
dimensional systems comes from theoretical studies of
tems consisting of circularly symmetric particles that do n
possess internal degrees of freedom. In experimental stu
it is frequently assumed that these degrees of freedom are
relevant for the positional ordering. It is well known that in
two-dimensional solid the low dimensionality of the syste
gives rise to an algebraic decay of positional correlation
any nonzero temperature@1#. On increasing the temperatur
the solid can either melt directly into a two-dimensional li
uid or form an intermediate hexatic phase, with short-ran
positional order and quasi-long-range orientational order@2#.

Langmuir monolayers~insoluble monolayers on a liquid
surface! exhibit phase transitions due to coupled orien
tional degrees of freedom of the individual molecules a
their positions@3#. Numerous studies of Langmuir monola
ers by means of grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction have p
marily utilized the horizontal peak positions to determine
lattice and the~vertical! Bragg rod intensity profiles for mi-
croscopic structural information@4–6#. The information on
positional correlations, which is contained in the horizon
profiles of the diffraction peaks, has remained unused.

The aim of the present paper is to obtain the correlat
functions of positional order in different phases of Langm
monolayers directly by processing the experimental d
without any presupposed model, and then analyze the co
lation functions themselves, rather than the peak profiles
discussed in detail below, this is possible because the m
layer is a two-dimensional powder of randomly oriented d
mains. The average of the structure factor over the orie
tions of the domains is equivalent to its integration over
transverse component of the scattering vector. Transform
to real space, this integration singles out the correlation fu

*Permanent address: Institute of Crystallography, Russian A
emy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia.
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tion in the direction of the reciprocal-lattice vector.
This study has concentrated on two condensed phase

Langmuir monolayers of octadecanol on water. The hig
temperature phase, LS, possesses a single first-order dif
tion peak due to hexagonal local arrangement of the m
ecules. The lower-temperature phase, S, reveals two fi
order peaks of the centered rectangular unit cell due
ordering of short axes of the molecules. In both phases,
molecules are not tilted with respect to the surface norm
We have found that, on the available length scale limited
the resolution, the correlation functionG(x) exhibits alge-
braic decay,G(x)}x2h. The exponenth depends on tem-
perature and varies fromh'0.5 far from theLS-S phase
transition to about 3 close to it. There is no evidence fo
characteristic length~e.g., a ‘‘crystallite size’’! that would
limit the algebraic decay at largex. However, the algebraic
decay is limited on the smallx side at a characteristic lengt
L of some tens of Ångstro¨ms, which also depends on tem
perature and increases at the phase transition. Even
smallest values of the exponenth found in the present study
exceed the limith,1/3, which can be reached in the sol
phase before the dislocation-mediated melting transition
cording to Ref.@2#. One can suggest@7# that the large expo-
nent is realized because of a large core energy of the d
cations that prevents the dislocation mediated melting. T
the shear modulus of the two-dimensional solid can be
rived from the value ofh and is small compared with th
compression modulus. However, the increase of the ex
nent at the transitionLS-S points to another source of pos
tional disorder in the monolayer~in addition to the long-
wavelength phonon fluctuations!, related to the distortion of
the unit cell from hexagonal to distorted hexagonal~centered
rectangular!.

We consider orientational fluctuations of the molecu
close to the transitionLS-S and positional fluctuations
coupled to them assuming that the effects of unbinding
dislocation pairs are not relevant to the problem either
cause the temperature is small in comparison with the tr
sition temperature for dislocation-mediated melting or b
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cause the dislocation core energies are large. The orderin
the short axes~molecular backbones! at theLS-S transition
is accompanied by a large ('9%) rectangular distortion o
the initially hexagonal unit cell and some ('1.5%) change
in the molecular area. The fluctuations with the structure
the backbone-ordered phase cause elastic distortions in
surrounding matrix, Fig. 1. These distortions, in the sa
way as elastic distortions caused by localized defects of
nature, give rise to an additional contribution to the expon
h. The value of this contribution is not restricted by th
dislocation melting theory; it increases close to theLS-S
transition point due to increasing fluctuations. The lengthL
limiting the algebraic decay at small distances is proportio
to the correlation length of the fluctuations; it also increa
close to the transition. Analogously, fluctuating disord
close to the transition point below it explains the temperat
variation of the parametersh andL in the backbone-ordere
phaseS.

II. EXPERIMENT

The study was performed mainly on octadeca
CH3(CH2)17OH. Some additional measurements were do
with hexadecanol CH3(CH2)15OH and tetradecano
CH3(CH2)13OH. All substances~Fluka, Germany, purity
.99%) were used without further purification.

The phase diagram of the octadecanol monolayers is
established@8–11#. The diffraction measurements were pe
formed mostly in the untilted phases at a surface pressur
18 mN/m, well above the tilting phase transition that occu
depending on temperature, between 10 and 14 mN/m. X
diffraction studies of the tilted phases of octadecanol w
reported earlier@12,13#. The isotherms monitored during th
diffraction experiment reproduce the order and the surf
pressure of the tilting phase transition reported in Re
@8–11#. Other phase transitions found in the isotherm stu
@10# were not seen. Also, our previous x-ray diffraction stu
@12# did not reveal structural changes corresponding to th
reported transitions.

The grazing incidence x-ray diffraction measureme
were performed at the liquid surface diffractometer on
undulator beamline BW1 at HASYLAB, DESY, Hamburg
A beam of wavelength 1.304 Å was incident on the surfa

FIG. 1. A centered rectangular~distorted hexagonal! cluster in
the hexagonal matrix and the strains it causes in the matrix.
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at a shallow anglea50.85ac ~whereac is the critical angle
for total external reflection!, to reduce the background sca
tering from the water subphase. The footprint of the beam
the water surface was 5350 mm2. The horizontal resolu-
tion was measured by scanning through the beam specu
reflected from the water surface. It is given mainly by
Soller collimator placed in front of a vertical position
sensitive detector~PSD!. Smaller contributions to the hori
zontal resolution come from the angular divergence of
white synchrotron beam and from the small mosaic width
the Beryllium monochromator crystal@14#. The shape of the
resolution function was found to be very close to a Gauss
with a full width at half-maximum,W(Qxy)50.0082 Å21,
giving rise to a spatial resolution 2p/W'770 Å. The ver-
tical resolution, given by the PSD, isW(Qz)50.005 Å21.

All peaks ~except for the measurements performed in
tilted phase at a low surface pressure of 1 mN/m! lie in the
water plane,Qz.0. The intensity was summed over th
channels of the PSD, since the present study concerns
in-plane order in the monolayer.

III. DIFFRACTION PEAKS AND THEIR ANALYSIS

A. Structure factors and correlation functions
in the powder diffraction experiment

It is well established that the diffraction patterns of Lan
muir monolayers are due to a two-dimensional powder
randomly oriented domains. In the optically anisotrop
phases, the size of well-oriented domains can be dire
determined from Brewster angle microscopy observati
@15# and is in a range of tens to hundreds of microns. T
number of domains in the beam footprint (5350 mm2) is
thus sufficiently large. Taking into account that the tilt az
muth is fixed with respect to the lattice at either the neare
neighbor or the next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! direction, one
concludes that in the tilted phases the lattice orientation o
slightly varies within a domain. One can expect that the d
mains of constant lattice orientation are much larger than
resolution limit of the x-ray diffraction experiment in th
untilted phases as well. Hence, we consider scattering fro
2D powder of randomly oriented domains and neglect
finite sizes of the domains. The latter assumption is c
firmed by the correlation functions obtained which do n
show any cutoff length.

The considerations below are based on the well-kno
approach by Warren and Averbach@16# who treated the
powder diffraction peak profiles in terms of the real-spa
quantities and used Fourier transformation to deconvolve
trinsic peak profiles from resolution effects. However, t
original treatment@16#, as well as its further developmen
~see, e.g.,@17–19#!, was given in terms of finite sizes o
crystallites and mean strains in them. The concept of
correlation function is not used in the field of powder d
fraction and we are not aware of the explicit representati
in the powder-diffraction literature, of the structure factor
the powder-diffraction experiment in terms of the correlati
function, as given below.

The amplitude of the x-ray scattering from any set
atoms can be represented as a sum,
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A~Q!5(
j

f j~Q!exp~ iQ•Rj !, ~1!

whereQ is the scattering vector~the difference between th
wave vectors of the scattered and the incident waves!, Rj is
the position of thej th atom, f j (Q) is its scattering factor,
and the sum runs over all atoms. In the condensed phas
Langmuir monolayers, the molecules can be represente
the simplest approximation, as rigid rods oriented paralle
each other. Then the summation over all atoms of a mole
can be performed and one can consider Eq.~1! as a sum over
the molecules, with a molecular structure factor@20# f (Q),
the vectorsRj denoting positions of the mass centers of t
molecules. The intramolecular disorder is treated here as
tistically independent of the translational order of the m
centers of the molecules and leads to an effective Deb
Waller factor that is not considered here. The vectorsRj lie
in the monolayer plane and the molecular structure fac
f (Q) is the only factor in the right-hand side of Eq.~1! that
depends on the vertical component of the scattering ve
Q. Integrating over this component, one arrives at a pur
two-dimensional problem, with the vectorQ in the layer
plane. Since we do not compare the intensities of differ
reflections, the effective molecular factor~which includes
also a Debye-Waller factor due to intramolecular disorder! is
not essential for the considerations below and can be o
ted.

The vectorRj can be represented as a sumRj5r j1uj of
the positionr j of a given molecule in the ideally periodi
reference lattice and of its displacementuj due to fluctua-
tions of any nature. Accordingly, the scattering vectorQ can
be decomposed into a sum of two components,Q5Q01k,
where Q0 is the reciprocal-lattice vector@so that Q0•r j
52p3(integer)# and k is a small deviation from it. The
structure factor is given by the square of the amplitude~1!
averaged over fluctuations in positions of the molecu
s(Q…5^uA(Q)u2&. Then, proceeding from sums to integra
the structure factor near a given reflectionQ0 can be repre-
sented as

s~Q!5E GQ0
~r !exp~ i k•r !d2r , ~2!

where the integration is performed over the area of the
herently scattering domain and

GQ0
~r !5^exp$ iQ0•@u~r !2u~0!#%& ~3!

is the correlation function for the reflectionQ0 . For describ-
ing displacive disorder, the set of functionsGQ0

(r ) is more
convenient than van Hove’s density-density correlation fu
tion @21# ^r(r1r 8)r(r 8)&.

A two-dimensional powder consists of randomly orient
domains the contributions of which add incoherently. T
average over domain orientations is equivalent to aver
over orientations of the scattering vectorQ in a single do-
main, i.e., to integration of the structure factor over a cir
uQu5Q, Fig. 2. The scattered intensity is concentrated cl
to the reciprocal lattice points and the structure factors(Q… is
large only for uku small compared with the radius of th
circle. Then the circle can be replaced by its tangent line
of
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angular integration reduces to that overdky /Q, whereky is
the component perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vec
Q0 , see Fig. 2. In this integral,Q in the denominator can be
replaced by the constantQ0 . Integrating the structure facto
~2! over ky , one obtains the delta functiond(y), wherey is
the coordinate in the direction perpendicular toQ0 . Then the
powder-averaged structure factorSQ0

(kx)5*s(Q)dky sim-
plifies to

SQ0
~q!5E GQ0

~x!exp~ iqx!dx, ~4!

whereq is the deviation from the peak position in the powd
diffraction pattern,q[Q2Q0 (q'kx when the circle is re-
placed by the tangential line!. Herex is the coordinate in the
direction of Q0 , and the correlation functionGQ0

(x)

[GQ0
(x,y50)5GQ0

(xQ0 /Q0) describes positional corre
lations between two points separated by the distancex in the
direction along the reciprocal-lattice vectorQ0 . This simple
representation ~4! of the structure factor as a one
dimensional Fourier integral of the correlation function a
lows us to determine the correlation function directly fro
the measured profile of the diffraction peak by applying t
inverse Fourier transform.

Another derivation of Eq.~4!, which also shows the way
for a systematic improvement of this approximation, can
made by first integrating Eq.~2! over the orientations ofQ to
obtain

SQ0
~q!5E E dx dyGQ0

~x,y!

3J0„~Q01q!Ax21y2
…exp~2 iQ0x!, ~5!

whereJ0(z) is the Bessel function. The last two multiplier
in the right-hand side of Eq.~5! are rapidly oscillating func-
tions, sinceQr@1. The main contribution to the integra
comes from regions where their phases compensate
other. Using the asymptotics of the Bessel function at la
arguments and expandingr 5Ax21y2 for y!x, one arrives
at Eq.~4!. Further improvement of this approximation can
made within the framework of the stationary phase meth
A similar three-dimensional problem of x-ray scattering in

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the intensity averaging in a 2
powder diffraction experiment.
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powder sample of a smectic liquid crystal was considered
Ref. @22#. Using Eq.~5! instead of Eq.~4! leads mainly to an
asymmetry of the peak profile. The present study did
reveal a noticeable asymmetry in the observed diffract
peaks of Langmuir monolayers and we restrict ourselve
the approximation~4!.

B. Positional correlations in octadecanol monolayers

Figure 3~left column! shows the measured diffracted in
tensities corrected for Lorentz factor, effective area, and
larization, with a linear background subtracted, and in
grated over the vertical componentQz of the scattering
vector. The temperature variation of the diffraction pattern
in agreement with aLS-S phase transition at 8 °C@8–11#.
Further analysis of the data shows~Sec. III C! that the tran-
sition is of first order. Below this temperature~phaseS), one

FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction peaks~left column! and correlation
functions ~right column! for octadecanol monolayers at a surfa
pressure of 18 mN/m. Different symbols correspond to data fr
monolayers prepared in different ways~see text!. The full lines are
fits of the structure factor~7! convolved with the Gaussian approx
mation of the resolution function. The dotted line shows the re
lution function. The widths of all peaks exceed the resolution lim
In the right column, full lines present Fourier transforms of t
measured peaks, divided by the Fourier transform of the resolu
function ~shown by the dotted line!. Dashed lines show the corre
lation functions given by Eq.~6! with the same values ofh andj as
the fits to the peaks in the left column.
in
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observes two diffraction peaks characteristic of the cente
rectangular unit cell@23#. Above 8 °C ~phaseLS) there is
only one peak due to a hexagonal arrangement of the m
ecules. This peak becomes sharper with increasing temp
tures. The present experiment did not reproduce our prev
observation@12#, performed during continuous heating of th
monolayer, of two overlapping broad peaks in the tempe
ture range 8–10 °C, similar to the diffraction pattern of t
LSI phase in fatty acids@25#. These probably point to a non
equilibrium nature of this diffraction pattern. Strong kinet
effects, with relaxation from centered rectangular to hexa
nal structure within tens of minutes, have been reported
this part of the phase diagram@26#.

Figure 3 comprises peaks measured on monolayers
pared in several different ways. One of the monolayers~the
data points denoted by circles! was compressed to 18 mN/m
at 3 °C, then expanded to zero surface pressure, heated
compressed again for new measurements. This monol
was compressed and expanded 11 times with subseq
heating after each expansion in the temperature interval f
3 to 20 °C. Another monolayer~crosses! was compressed
first at 7.6 °C and then heated to 31 °C keeping the surf
pressure constant. A third monolayer~squares! was com-
pressed for the first time at 31 °C. The diffraction pea
obtained from different monolayers at similar temperatu
coincide, thus proving that the measurements were p
formed in equilibrium states of the monolayer and that
result does not depend on its previous processing.

Additional measurements were performed on sho
chain alcohols, hexadecanol and tetradecanol, with the
of expanding the effective temperature range. Taking i
account that shortening the chain by two methylene group
equivalent to increasing the temperature by 10–12 °C@27#,
the state of the hexadecanol monolayer at 31.7 °C and th
the tetradecanol monolayer at 31 °C approximately co
spond to the states of the octadecanol monolayer at 43
53 °C, respectively. At 31 °C tetradecanol exhibits a noti
able solubility. In order to keep the pressure constant,
monolayer area was continuously decreasing during the m
surement. This restricted the measurement time and,
result, the tetradecanol data in Fig. 3 are more scattered

Figure 4 shows some peaks and the processing of
diffraction data in greater detail. The resolution function
shown in the left column by dashed lines. The widths of
peaks exceed the resolution limit. The measured inten
IQ0

(q) is the convolution of the structure factorSQ0
(q) with

the resolution function R(q), IQ0
(q)5SQ0

(q) ^ R(q).
Then, Fourier transforming this equation, one obtains
correlation function as a ratioGQ0

(x)5ĨQ0
(x)/R̃(x), where

the tilde denotes Fourier transforms of the correspond
functions. The right column of Fig. 4 shows the real-spa
functions. The Fourier transformR̃(x) of the resolution func-
tion is shown by dotted lines. The Fourier transformĨQ0

(x)
of the peak is shown by thin solid lines. The resolutio
corrected correlation functions, i.e., the ratiosGQ0

(x)

5ĨQ0
(x)/R̃(x), are shown by thick solid lines.

The full width at half maximumW of the resolution func-
tion in the horizontal plane gives rise to a distancexm
5p/W'380 Å available in the experiment~the commonly

-
.

n
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FIG. 4. Some peaks from Fig. 3 are shown in more detail. The inserts in the left column show the same peaks in different sc
inserts in the right column show the correlation functions on a single-logarithmic scale.
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used value 2p/W describes the interval2xm,x,xm). In
principle, one could obtain the correlation function even
distances exceedingxm , provided the resolution function i
accurately specified, the scatter of the measured data p
and the intervalDq between the measured points are sm
enough. In the present study a rather large stepDq
50.0125 Å21 between the data points in the wings of t
peaks~the central parts of the peaks were measured wit
four times smaller step! limits the range ofx to p/Dq
'250 Å. At largerx, the correlation functions obtained b
direct Fourier transformation of the experimental data~with-
out any smoothing! show strong oscillations. The problem
could be avoided by an appropriate interpolation of the d
This, however, was not necessary since we also fitted
r

nts
ll

a

a.
e

peaks directly, as is described below. The fits show that
behavior of the correlation function is not changed on som
what larger distances.

The diffraction peak of theLS phase~with a hexagonal
unit cell! is due to six equivalent reflections that overlap af
powder average. The correlation functionGQ0

(x) represents
correlations along each of them. In theSphase the two peak
in the powder diffraction pattern are due to nonequival
diffraction vectors of the rectangular unit cell. These pea
were processed independently giving rise to different co
lation functions in the directions of the corresponding d
fraction vectors.

One can see from the right columns of Figs. 3 and 4 t
the correlation functions are close to straight lines in
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double-logarithmic scale both above and below the tra
tion, thus demonstrating the algebraic decay of positio
correlations. When replotted in a single-logarithmic sc
~insets in Fig. 4!, these lines are far from being straight. T
only exception is the correlation function at 8.6 °C, close
the transition, which can be equally well fitted by a pow
law decay or by an exponential decay. There is no evide
for a characteristic length that would restrict the algebr
decay from the side of largex.

From the small-x side, the power law is seen to be r
stricted to a temperature-dependent lengthL of the order of
10 Å. Hence the correlation functions may be convenien
interpolated by the function

GQ0
~x!5F11S x

L D 2G2h/2

, ~6!

which contains a characteristic sizeL and possesses an alg
braic decayGQ0

(x)}1/xh at x@L. The functional form of
Eq. ~6! is just a convenient interpolation and there is
physical meaning behind it; it merely helps to character
the correlation functions by the appropriate parametersL
andh.

An advantage of Eq.~6! is the possibility of performing
the Fourier transformation analytically:

SQ0
~q!5uqu~h21!/2K ~h21!/2~Luqu!, ~7!

where Km(z) is a modified Bessel function. Equation~7!
provides a convenient interpolation formula describing~after
convolution with the resolution function! the shape of the
diffraction peak. In the limitq→0, Eq. ~7! gives rise to a
singularity SQ0

(q)}q211h when h,1 or to a cusp when

h.1. The structure factor~7! may be used to fit the peak
when the scatter of the experimental data prevents direct
plication of the Fourier transformation to obtain the corre
tion function. The curves in the left column of Figs. 3 and
are obtained by numerically convolving Eq.~7! with the
Gaussian approximation for the resolution function. The v
ues ofh andL thus obtained are used to calculate the cor
lation functions by Eq.~6!. The results are shown in the righ
columns of Figs. 3 and 4 by dashed lines. They are in a g
agreement with the correlation functions obtained directly
Fourier transformation of the peak profiles.

The fit of Eq.~7! to the data requires proper subtraction
the background scattering from the water. We measured
intensity in a range of scattering vectors sufficiently wide
reach the background level on both sides of the peaks. P
to integration overQz , the background was subtracted b
interpolation of the intensity observed far from the peak
(Qxy ,Qz) space, assuming that the background depends
early on the in-plane (Qxy) and the vertical (Qz) components
of the wave vector transfer. A linear variation of the bac
ground in the relevant range of scattering angles is only
approximation. Measurement of the scattering from the p
water surface in the same range of the scattering angles
does not completely resolve this problem since the influe
of the monolayer on the background scattering is not p
cisely known. In practice, the parametersh and ~to a lesser
extent! L are not sensitive to small variations of the bac
ground level because these variations leave the centra
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tense part of the peak almost unchanged and hence do
alter the large-x part of the correlation function. An error in
the background subtraction can be essential at the wing
the diffraction peak and may lead to incorrect description
the short-range features of the resulting correlation functi
We assume that the background is ‘properly’ subtrac
when the wings of the peak plotted on a logarithmic sc
~see the insert on the bottom of Fig. 4! are close to straigh
lines, which corresponds to the~large-q) asymptotically ex-
ponential decay of the modified Bessel function in Eq.~7!
and we do not introduce an additional small-length para
eter.

C. Temperature dependencies of structure
and correlation parameters

Figure 5 presents the temperature dependencies of
area per moleculeab/2 and the ratiob/a of the sides of the
rectangular unit cell determined from positions of the d
fraction peaks. At the first-order transitionLS-S, the area per
molecule decreases by approximately 1.5% while the u
cell distorts by about 9% inb/a with respect to a hexagona
cell (b/a5A3).

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependencies of the
ponenth and the lengthL as determined from the fits of Eq
~7! to the peak profiles. When, in theSphase, two peaks ar
observed and processed separately, two values result
their mean is presented in Fig. 6. Both parameters exh

FIG. 5. Temperature dependencies of the area per mole
ab/2 and the ratiob/a of the parametersa,b of the rectangular unit
cell derived from the positions of diffraction peaks.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependencies of the exponenth and the
length L derived from fits of Eq.~7! to the peaks in Fig. 3. Full
symbols correspond to the octadecanol monolayers. Open sym
correspond to the hexadecanol and tetradecanol monolaye
31 °C, with the temperature axes shifted by 11 °C per two meth
ene groups.
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maxima at theLS-S transition temperature (8 °C). Th
lengthL is comparable with the thickness of the monolay
('22.5 Å) and the simplest interpretation of this parame
could be as the crossover from two-dimensional to thr
dimensional behavior, since algebraic decay of positional
der occurs in thin crystalline films at distances exceeding
film thickness @28#. However, the systematic temperatu
variation ofL suggests another origin of this parameter. N
that L varies from approximately 3 to 5 lattice spacingsa
54.8 Å). The origin of the algebraic decay and the te
perature dependencies of the parametersh and L are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.

D. Higher-order peaks

For scattering due to lattice distortions, regardless of th
nature, one expects that the exponent of algebraic deca
proportional to the square of the diffraction vector,h i

}Qi
2 . This dependence was verified by measuring high

order diffraction peaks of the hexagonal phaseLS, Fig. 7.
Using the common notation of the peaks, which refers to
centered rectangular unit cell of the phaseS, the observed
higher-order peaks can be labeled as~20! and ~13!. The
peaks are very weak and the scatter of the data point
large, which prevents direct Fourier transformation of t
measured peaks in the same way as was done with the
order peaks. Instead, we used the values of the param
determined from the first-order peaks to simulate the high
order peaks. Specifically, the positions of the obser
higher-order peaks were determined from the scattering

FIG. 7. Higher-order peaks from monolayers of octadecanol
hexadecanol and their simulation using Eq.~7!. Different symbols
denote independent measurements. The positions of the hig
order peaksQi were determined from the positions of the first-ord
peaks, the exponenth was scaled ash i}Qi

2 , and the lengthL was
the same as for the first-order peaks.
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tor Q1 of the first-order peak asQ25A3Q1 andQ352Q1 .
The exponentsh were taken ash i5h1(Qi /Q1)2, whereh1
is the value determined from the first-order peak, and
lengthL was the same as obtained from the first-order pe
The good agreement between the data and the structure
tors calculated by Eq.~6! with these values of the paramete
confirms that the broadening is caused by distortions of
lattice.

E. Positional order in tilted phases

Figure 8 shows diffraction peaks measured at a low s
face pressure of 1 mN/m, in the tilted state of the octadeca
monolayer, at both high and low temperatures. Our aim w
to test if the same analysis of the peak profiles can be app
to the tilted phases but we did not attempt to study the til
phases systematically. Both peaks are out of the water pl
the weaker peak, characteristically of the NNN-tilted pha
@6,29#, having a twice as large value of the vertical comp
nent of the scattering vectorQz . The tilt angles determined
from the Bragg rod profiles@6# are 17.7 ° and 18.7 ° at 3.9
and 31.1 °C, respectively.

The in-plane shape of the peaks can be adequately
scribed by Eq.~7! and the correlation functions exhibit alge
braic decay, Fig. 8. At a low temperature of 3.9 °C, the d
ference between the correlations along different diffract
vectors is more pronounced. The values of the exponenh,
0.42 and 0.33 at 3.9 and 31.1 °C, respectively, are somew
smaller than those in the untilted state, cf. Fig. 6. On
other hand, the values of the lengthL, 22 and 16 Å, respec
tively, are larger than in the untilted state~the values of the
parameters presented here are, as above, the mean o
values given by two peaks!.

F. Compressibility of octadecanol monolayers

We measured the compressibility of the monolayer at s
eral temperatures, with the aim of applying it in the calcu

d

er-

FIG. 8. Peak profiles and correlation functions for the mon
layer in the tilted state at the surface pressure of 1 mN/m. T
line-types are as in Fig. 3.
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tion of the exponenth in the next section. The compressib
ity x is the relative change of the areaA in response to the
change of surface pressureP, i.e.,x52A21(dA/dP). The
reciprocal quantity is the compression modulusK51/x
52A(dP/dA). In the hexagonal phase it can be direc
expressed via the change in position of the diffraction p
on applied surface pressure,K52 1

2 Q0(dP/dQ0). Only iso-
tropic compression can be applied to a powder sam
hence, the shear elastic constant cannot be determine
phases with a rectangular unit cell, the linear compressib
ties along each diffraction vectorQhk can be determined a
xhk52Qhk

21(dQhk /dP) @30#.
Figure 9 presents the pressure dependencies of the

tions of the diffraction peaks at different temperatures. T
two peaks of the phaseS ~Fig. 9, left!, show quite different
responses to the applied pressure: the position of the no
generate~02! peak remains unchanged within the accuracy
the measurements, while the compressibility in the direct
of the degenerate~11! peak is x1150.67 m/N. The area
compressibility is thenx5x11/cos2(g* /2).0.85 m/N and
K.1.18 N/m. Here,g* is the angle between theQ11 and
Q11̄ reciprocal lattice vectors~cf. @31#!. A similar anisotropy
and close values of the compressibility were found in
phaseS of behenic acid@30#. The compressibility of the
phaseLS is much lower~Fig. 9, right!. ~This phase was no
studied in Ref.@30#.! From linear fits we found valuesx
50.41, 0.29, and 0.08 m/N for hexadecanol at 31.7 °C
octadecanol at 31.1 and 20.3 °C, respectively. The last v
is smaller than the compressibility of the crystalline pha
CS of behenic acid (x'0.15 m/N) @30#. From the values
given above, the compression modulusK51/x takes on the
values 2.4, 3.45, and 12.5 N/m, respectively.

Attempting to determine the compressibility of octad
canol at 11.5 °C, close to the transitionLS-S, we occasion-
ally observed@32# this phase transition on compressio
rather than by cooling, Fig. 10. The transition pressure
approximately 40 mN/m. Although the observation of suc
transition is not surprising (LS-S phase transition lines in
clined to higher temperatures on increasing surface pres
have been reported in many isotherm and Brewster a
microscopy studies!, this is, to the best of our knowledge, th
first diffraction observation of the backbone-ordering tran
tion at a constant temperature. In the related bulk syst
rotator phases of bulk alkanes, the transition temperat
also increase under the action of the high pressure gas@33#.
Thus, theLS-S phase transition line in the phase diagram

FIG. 9. Pressure dependence of the peak positions in mono
ers of octadecanol and hexadecanol.
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octadecanol@8–11# is inclined towards higher temperature
on increasing the surface pressure. The broad diffrac
peaks in theLS phase at this temperature indicate that t
monolayer is in a disordered state close to the transition
the compressibility cannot be determined from the positio
of the maxima. Apparently the peak positionQ0 decreases
on compression from 18 to 38 mN/m, which would corr
spond to a thermodynamically impossible negative co
pressibility.

G. Comparison of monolayer and bulk systems

The results of the present study can be compared with
detailed x-ray diffraction studies of the closely related bu
system, rotator phases ofn-alkanes, by Sirota and co-worker
~see Ref.@34# and papers cited therein!. The latter system is
a three-dimensional crystal consisting of weakly coupled l
ers, with the hydrocarbon chains aligned parallel to ea
other either normally to the layer or tilted. The couplin
between layers gives rise to the diffraction pattern of a thr
dimensional crystal, which consists of two components@19#:
a d-shaped Bragg peak reflecting the long-range translatio
order and the diffuse scattering around it due to disorde
the positions of the molecules. The Bragg peaks appear w
because of the large mean square displacements^u2& and are
experimentally not distinguished from the strong diffu
scattering, pointing to strong positional disorder in the ro
tor phases ofn-alkanes. In a two-dimensional solid, by co

y-

FIG. 10. Diffraction peaks along the 11.5 °C isotherm. A pha
transition is seen between 38 and 41.6 mN/m.
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trast, the mean square displacements^u2& diverge @1#, true
Bragg peaks are absent, and the power-law decay of
structure factor reflects quasi-long-range positional order

The two systems exhibit very similar microscopic stru
tures and, what is more important in the context of t
present discussion, similar temperature dependencies o
peak shapes. In the rotator phases of mixtures ofn-alkanes
@34,35#, broadening of the diffraction peak of the hexagon
phaseRII on cooling, similar to the observations present
above, was found. Mixing alkanes of different chain leng
weakens the coupling between the layers and makes the
havior of the bulk system more similar to that of a mon
layer. The peak broadening was attributed@34,35# to scatter-
ing from domains of the backbone-ordered phaseRI with the
orthorhombic unit cell. In the monolayer system, similar d
order manifests itself in an increase of the exponenth,
which points to strains in the matrix around the fluctuation
a source of scattering~see discussion in the next section!.
The characteristic size of the fluctuation, given by the len
L, remains small~several lattice spacings! even close to the
transition.

Another similarity between two the systems can be fou
in the variation of the peak profiles close to the transition.
the mixtures ofn-alkanes in the hexagonal phaseRII close to
the transition to the orthorhombic phaseRI , the Bragg com-
ponent of the peak apparently disappears, which proba
indicates a transition from the hexagonal crystal to a stac
hexatic @35#. Similarly, the observations on octadecan
monolayers at 8.6 °C presented in Fig. 4 may mean a tra
tion from the power-law decay to the exponential decay
positional correlations.

Any x-ray diffraction study probes positional order on
finite length scale limited by the experimental resolution. A
tempts to extend the results to infinity remain ambiguo
Additional, in particular thermodynamical, arguments ha
to be taken into account to characterize the long-range o
in the system. Similarities between structures of phase
two systems gave rise to two diverse interpretations of th
systems@34,36#. Sirota @34# suggested that all phases
Langmuir monolayers are solids and the finite widths of
diffraction peaks are a result of low resolution, rather th
finite size of the coherently scattering domains. By contr
Peterson and Kenn@36# suggested, based on the similarity
the monolayer phases to the liquid crystalline ones and
thermodynamical arguments, that the phases of both sys
are hexatics. In our opinion, neither of these suggesti
have yet been proven. The present study reveals algeb
decay of positional correlations which proves the solidl
order in the phasesLS andS of the octadecanol monolayer
on the length scale available in present diffraction expe
ment. This length scale is rather limited (,800 Å) and does
not allow conclusions on the positional order at longer d
tances. The accessible length scale can be significantly
creased~by a factor>50, cf. @7#! with the use of the new
generation of synchrotron sources. Designating the phaseLS
as a solid seems in disagreement with its small viscos
which decreases close to the transitionLS-S and which gave
the name~‘‘superliquid’’ ! to this phase@37#. Designating the
phaseS as a solid leads to a question as to the nature of
S-CS transition, which was treated@3# as a crystallization of
the mesophase. Therefore, in our opinion, the descriptio
he
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the phasesS and LS as either solids or fluids remains am
biguous and requires further studies, in particular, high
resolution diffraction experiments.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF POSITIONAL CORRELATIONS

The aim of this section is to consider possible sources
the observed algebraic decay with anomalously large ex
nentsh. In addition to the most general source of algebr
decay, long-wavelength thermal phonons in a tw
dimensional solid@1#, we consider thermal fluctuations sp
cific to the observed structural phase transitionLS-S. These
fluctuations, with the structure of the backbone-orde
phase, distort the unit cell and cause elastic strains in
surrounding matrix, Fig. 1. The algebraic decay of the c
relation function due to these strains is a consequence o
dimensionality of the system.

The correlation function~3! can be written in the har-
monic approximation asGQ0

(r )5exp@2U(r )#, where

U~r !5 1
2 ^@Q0•„u~r !2u~0!…#2&

5(
k

~12cosk•r !^uQ0•uku2&. ~8!

Proceeding from the sum in Eq.~8! to an integral and ap-
proximating the angular integral over the orientations ofk by
the product of the angular integrals of each of the factors
gets

U~r !5
V

2pE @12J0~kr !#^uQ0•uku2&k dk, ~9!

whereV is the area of the system or its relevant domain a
the bar denotes angular average. The error introduced by
commonly used approximation@1,38,39# was considered in
Ref. @40# and is small at both small and larger. Consider first
the well-known source of displacements, long-wavelen
thermal phonons. Their spectrum is governed by the ela
free energyFel5

1
2 *ci j lmui j ulmd2r , whereci j lm is the elastic

tensor andui j 5(]ui /]xj1]uj /]xi)/2 is the strain tensor
Proceeding to the Fourier transform, one obtains

Fel5
V

2 (
k

k2Cil uikulk* , ~10!

where Cil (n)5ci j lmnjnm and n5k/k is the unit vector in
direction of the wave vector. Then one readily finds th
^uikulk* &5kBTCil

21/Vk2, whereCil
21 denote components o

the tensor inverse toCil . In an elastically isotropic solid, one
hasCil 5md i l 1(l1m)ninl , wherel and m are Lame´ co-
efficients, and the inverse tensor is easily calculated asCil

21

5m21@d i l 2ninl(l1m)/(l12m)#. Averaging ^uQ0•uku2&
5kBT(Q0•Ĉ21

•Q0)/Vk2 over the orientations of the vecto
n, one obtains

U~r !5hE
0

kmax dk

k
@12J0~kr !#. ~11!
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It is convenient to proceed from the Lame´ coefficientsl and
m to the compression modulusK5l1m and the Poisson
ratio s5l/(l1m) and expressh as

h5
kBT

4pK

~11s!~32s!

2~12s!
Q0

2 . ~12!

The integral~11! converges atk→0 while the largest wave
vectorkmax in a solid film is given by the film thickness. Fo
k.kmax the film behaves as a three-dimensional solid@28#.

Doing the integral ~11! by parts, one findsU(r )
'h ln(kmaxr) and hence GQ0

(r )}r 2h. The theory of
dislocation-mediated melting predicts@2# a phase transition
from the hexagonal 2D solid to a hexatic at a temperaturT
given bykBTQ1

2/4pK5(12s)/6. HereQ1 is the first-order
reciprocal lattice vector of the hexagonal lattice related to
lattice spacinga by Q154p/A3a. Then the first-order dif-
fraction peak at the melting temperature has the expon
hc5(11s)(32s)/12, which reaches the maximum valu
of 1/3 when the Poisson ratio takes its maximum values
51.

Zakri et al. @7# found that the monolayer of decanol on th
surface of water in contact with a drop of liquid decan
possess 2D-crystalline order~on the scale of at least thou
sands of Å! with the exponent of the algebraic decay incre
ing at the melting transition of the crystal. The maximu
value that they found wash50.57 which exceeds the limi
given by the theory of dislocation-mediated melting. No
that this value is close to the smallest values found in
present study far from theLS-S transition, Fig. 6. It was
suggested@7# that the dislocation-mediated melting scena
is irrelevant because of a very high energy of nucleating
dislocation pairs. Then the exponent~12! can be large, pro-
vided the Poisson ratios is close to 1. The compressio
modulusK can be measured independently ands remains
the only unknown. Conversely, it can be determined from
observed value ofh. The ratio of the shear modulusm
5@(12s)/(11s)#K to the compression modulusK was
found to be fairly small,m/K'0.04 close to the melting
transition@7#.

Applying similar arguments to Langmuir monolayers
octadecanol, we find at 30 °C, with the valuesh50.7 and
K53.45 N/m determined in Sec. III,m/K'0.03. Even if
the decrease of the compression modulusK on decreasing
temperature~Fig. 9, right! is not taken into account, one find
that the ratiom/K decreases to 0.007 close to the transit
LS-S due to an increase ofh. Thus, such an interpretation o
the exponenth leads to extremely small values of the she
modulus, while the nature of the temperature dependenc
h ~as well as the nature of the characteristic lengthL and its
temperature dependence!, Fig. 6, remains unexplained.

The relevance — evident from Fig. 6 — of the phase
transitionLS-S to the temperature dependence of the para
etersh andL suggests the order parameter fluctuations cl
to the transition as the most plausible source of the broad
ing of the x-ray scattering peaks. Fluctuations with the str
ture of the backbone-orderedSphase cause elastic distortion
in the surrounding matrix~Fig. 1!, since the centered rectan
gular unit cell of theSphase differs from the hexagonal un
cell of the phaseLS by a rather large distortion~Fig. 5!. Two
e
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symmetrically distinct order parameters may potentially d
scribe the transitionLS-S @3,41,34#: the lattice distortion it-
self and the herringbone order parameter, which gives ris
distortions as a secondary effect at the transition. Althou
the first type of order parameter was rejected in the Lan
theory@41,3# because it cannot explain the tilt and distortio
azimuths for the tilting phase transitions fromLS and S
phases simultaneously, we consider below the correla
functions for both order parameters. The difference betw
them concerns the temperature dependence of the param
h and L, rather than the shape of the correlation functi
G(x).

The change of the unit cell shape caused by either of
possible order parameters can be described@41,3# by the
symmetric traceless tensorû0. It is convenient to introduce
the amplitude of the distortionv and represent this tensor a

vû0, where det(û0)521, trace(û0)50. The free energy of
the distortionsFd52*vci j lmui j ulm

0 d2r caused by the inter-

nal strainsvû0 can be rewritten as

Fd52V(
k

kPiuikvk* , ~13!

where Pi5ci j lmnjulm
0 depends on the orientation o

k but not on its length. Displacementsuk are now the
result of the fluctuationvk : minimization of Eqs. ~10!
and ~13! gives uik5k21Ci j

21Pjvk and hence^uQ0•uku2&
5kBT(Q0•Ĉ21

•P)2^uvku2&/Vk2.
When the distortions are considered as the order par

eter of the transition, the spectrum of harmonic fluctuatio
is @1# ^uvku2&5w/(11j2k2) with the temperature-depende
amplitude w and the correlation length of fluctuationsj.
Both quantitiesw andj increase at the transition. If the am
plitude of the herringbone wavew is considered as the orde
parameter of the transition, the distortion is a secondary
fect in sense thatv}w2 and hence ^uvku2&5w2/(1
1j2k2)2. Then Eq.~9! can be written as

U~r !5hE dk

k
@12J0~kr !#

1

~11j2k2!m
, ~14!

whereh5kBTwm(Q0•Ĉ21
•P)2/2p andm51 or 2 depend-

ing on the quantity considered as the order parameter of
transition, the distortion or the herringbone order parame
respectively. Close to the backbone-ordering transitionh
depends on temperature ash}wm and its increase is no
restricted by any universal limit. Equation~14! gives rise to
U(r )5h ln(r/j) on distancesr @j. The correlation length of
fluctuationsj limits the algebraic decay at smallr and thus
replaces the largest wave vector in Eq.~11! by a
temperature-dependent quantity.

Figure 11 compares the correlation functionsGQ0
(x)

5exp@2U(x)# calculated using Eq.~14! (m51,2) with the
analytical interpolation formula~6!. When, in Eq.~6!, the
length L is chosen equal to 1.15j in the case ofm51 and
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equal to 1.95j in the case ofm52, the difference between
corresponding integrals and Eq.~6! becomes negligible
Therefore, Eq.~6! is a convenient interpolation formul
which can be safely used to fit the experimental data inst
of Eq. ~14!. One can conclude also that the shapes of
correlation functions for two possible order parameters d
cussed above are not distinguishable. The two order par
eters differ in predictions of the temperature dependenc
the exponenth. One expectsh}w2 when the transition is
described by the herringbone order parameter andh}w
when the distortion of the unit cell itself can be treated as
order parameter. The prediction of the Landau theory isw
}(T2T0)21 andj}(T2T0)21/2, where, for a second-orde
transition, the temperatureT0 is equal to the transition tem
perature but lower than it in the case of a first-order tran
tion. Hence, fluctuations increase at the first-order transi
but remain finite. The qualitative picture given above w
not change when one goes beyond Landau theory, while
temperature dependencies of the parametersh andj change.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present x-ray diffraction study of octadecanol mon
layers has concentrated on measurement and analysis o
peak profiles. We found significant peak broadening clos
the first-orderLS-S phase transition. The peaks becom
sharper on cooling in theS phase and on heating in theLS
phase. Comparison of monolayers prepared in different w
showed that the peak profiles do not depend on monola
history and hence the observed peak shapes are descr
of the thermal equilibrium properties of the system.

We have determined the correlation functions of po
tional order in Langmuir monolayers of octadecanol direc
from the profiles of the measured x-ray diffraction pea
without introducing any model in advance. This was possi
because the monolayer is a two-dimensional powder of
domly oriented domains. The average of the structure fa
over domain orientations is equivalent to a cut in the cor

FIG. 11. Comparison of the correlation functions given by E
~14! with the analytical interpolation formula~6!, h51. Thin solid
line: Eq. ~14! with m51. Thin dashed line: Eq.~6! with L
51.15j. Thick solid line: Eq.~14! with m52. Thick dashed line:
Eq. ~6! with L51.95j.
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lation function in the direction of the relevant reciproca
lattice vector.

We found algebraic decay of positional correlation
G(x)}x2h, with the temperature-dependent exponenth.
The values ofh vary from h'0.5 far from the backbone
ordering phase transitionLS-S to approximately 3 close to it
Even the smallest values of the exponenth found in the
present study exceed the limith,1/3 imposed by the
dislocation-mediated melting theory for the exponent in
solid phase before the melting transition.

A sharp increase of the exponent at the transitionLS-S
points to backbone ordering as a source of the additio
positional disorder in the system. We attribute the unusu
broad peaks to elastic distortions caused by fluctuati
~with the structure of the new phase! in the surrounding ma-
trix. They do not destroy the quasi-long-range positional
der but cause local strains that give rise to an additio
contribution to the exponenth.

The algebraic decay is restricted, at small distances, b
length L, which also increases close to the transition. T
length can be treated as the correlation length of the o
parameter fluctuations. At the temperatures investigated
the present experiment~i.e., not less than 0.5 °C from th
transition! it remains in the range of several lattice spacin
which explains the absence of superstructure peaks in theLS
phase at positions corresponding to the structure of thS
phase. There is no evidence for a characteristic length~e.g., a
crystallite size! that would restrict the algebraic decay
large distances. The algebraic decay of positional corr
tions points to quasi-long-range order on the available len
scale in both phasesLS and S. High-resolution diffraction
measurements that are possible at third generation sync
tron sources could extend the distance range by at leas
times @7#.

Based on the widths of the peaks that exceed the res
tion limit, the phasesLS andShave often been considered a
hexatics. Sirota@34# pointed out that, since we are in regime
where a hexatic and a crystal cannot necessarily be dis
guished experimentally, theories of phase transitions sho
not be too sensitive to such a distinction. The Landau the
of phase transitions in Langmuir monolayers was initia
formulated in terms of phase transitions between 2
crystalline phases@41# and then reformulated in terms o
hexatic phases@3# using essentially the same free ener
expansions. Hence, it complies with this demand. Howev
our considering theSphase as a 2D solid raises a question
the nature of theS-CS transition, which was treated@3# as a
crystallization of the mesophase. A study of the structu
difference betweenS and CS phases in a high-resolutio
experiment, as well as a detailed study of positional orde
the tilted phases, may demand further development of
Landau theory of phase transitions in Langmuir monolaye
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